
ascending ash cloud from redoubt volcano alaska 1990 the cloud is
reflected inin the waters of cook inlet view to the west from the kenai
peninsula photograph0 by J warren courtesy USU S geological survey
hereafter cited as USGS



in the thirty and fourth year
A geologists view of the

great destruction in 3 nephi
geological studies and eyewitness accounts of volcanic activity

show the likelihood that the massive destruction reported in
3 nephi was caused by an explosive volcanic eruption

bartbartjbarajJ kowallis

about three hundred years ago a cataclysmic volcanic erup-
tion occurred off of the northeastern coast of papua new guinea
no written history of this eruption exists but local legends
abound concerning the event in 1970 russell blong began col-
lecting many of these legends and piecing together the effects of
the eruption 1 the native legends refer to this period as the time
of darkness

I1 am going to tell the story of darkness I1 am going to tell the
story of the great darkness which appeared on this groundareaground area I1 did
not see it people told me and so I1 know it

it was while they were asleep in the night that it was so dark
on this earth and they sleptlayslept lay for about three nights and when
they took flares and went up the hills and made signs going with
flares in the pitch blackness they said can you see my flare but
the flares did not light up the place so they said no

this went on many times and when they were sleepy and it
should have been night they slept and when it should have been
light they woke and got up and kept looking and looking and litfit
flares and went up the hills saying do you see my flare and
others said do you see and they looked all around but they
didnt see them 2

the legends recount that after the eruption other phenom-
ena occurred along with the darkness which most of the legends
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describe as lasting two to four days 3 one describes thunder light-
ning and tremorstremors44 as heralds to the darkness another reports
that a storm was on its way and there was a rustling and whistling
in the air 5 others describe winds earthquakes floods loud noises
fumes and unusual changes in temperature 6 many people died
from collapsing huts fumesfurnes sores inflicted by hot falling ash
falling stones starvation and other causes 7 along the coastal areas
trees and crops were destroyed by floods of water 8 one account
said that all bad men trouble makers people with bad thoughts
thieves etc died during the darkness 9

the native accounts are amazing according to blong not
only because they have survived for three hundred years but also
because aside from a little exaggeration and embellishment the
veracity of the stories can be tested against physical reality 10 none
of the accounts gives a complete picture of the event but taken
together they provide a good idea of the conditions that occur dur-
ing an explosive volcanic eruption the distribution and thickness
of ash from this eruption the only physical evidence that survives
provide a way to estimate the size of the eruption and the associ-
ated effects that presumably would have accompanied it all of
the conclusions based on this physical evidence agree well with the
oral traditions

A second much older account of a time of darkness is found
on the remains of an egyptian stele that has been connected with
a great volcanic eruption ca 1500 1450 BC on the island ofsanof san
torini thera located about seventy miles north of the island of
crete n the inscription on the stele reads in part

the gods caused the sky to come in a tempest of rain with dark-
ness in the western region and the sky being unleashed without
cessation louder than the cries of the masses more powerful than

1 while the rain raged on the mountains louder than the
noise of the cataract which is at elephantine every house every
quarter that they reached floating on the water like skiffs of
papyrus opposite the royal residence for a period of days
while a torch could not be lit in the two lands 12

one other historical account is very similar in detail to the new
guinea legends of the time of darkness and also to the egyptian



alaska 1977 cloud of ash steam and volcanic gas rising from the east
ukinrek maar crater photograph by R russell courtesy USGS
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account this account is almost two thousand years old and is re-
corded in 3 nephi in the book of mormon

and it came to pass in the thirty and fourth year in the first
month on the fourth day of the month there arose a great storm
such an one as never had been known in all the land and there was
also a great and terrible tempest and there was terrible thunder
insomuch that it did shake the whole earth as if it was about to
divide asunder and there were exceedingly sharp lightnings such
as had never been known in all the land and the city of zarahemlazarahernlaZarahemlaemia
did take fire and the city of moroni did sink into the depths of the
sea and the inhabitants thereof were drowned and the earth was
carried up upon the city of moronihahMoronihah that in the place of the city
there became a great mountain and there was a great and terrible
destruction in the land southward but behold there was a more
great and terrible destruction in the land northward for behold the
whole face of the land was changed because of the tempest and
the whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds and the thunderingsthunderings and the lightnings and the
exceedingly great quaking of the whole earth and the highways
were broken up and the level roads were spoiled and many smooth
places became rough

and behold the rocks were rent in twain they were bro-
ken up upon the face of the whole earth insomuch that they were
found in broken fragments and in seams and in cracks upon all the
face of the land and it came to pass that when the thunderingsthunde rings and
the lightnings and the storm and the tempest and the quakingsquakings
of the earth did cease for behold they did last for about the space of
three hours and then behold there was darkness upon the face
of the land and it came to pass that there was thick darkness upon
all the face of the land insomuch that the inhabitants thereof who
had not fallen could feel the vapor of darkness and there could be
no light because of the darkness neither candles neither torches
neither could there be fire kindled with their fine and exceedingly
dry wood so that there could not be any light at all and there was
not any light seen neither fire nor glimmer neither the sun nor the
moon nor the stars for so great were the mists of darkness which
were upon the face of the land and it came to pass that it did last for
the space of three days that there was no light seen

and it was the more righteous part of the people who were
saved and it was they who received the prophets and stoned them
not and it was they who had not shed the blood of the saints who
were spared and they were spared and were not sunk and buried
up in the earth and they were not drowned in the depths of the sea
and they were not burned by fire neither were they fallen upon and
crushed to death and they were not carried away in the whirlwind
neither were they overpowered by the vapor of smoke and of dark-
ness 3 ne 851385 13 182318 23 1012 13 hereafter quoted without fur-
ther citation
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spirit lake washington the lake is filled with trees
stripped from the mountain slopes by the tem-
pests generated from the eruption of mount st
helens 1980 the face of the land the once
lush green mountains surrounding spirit lake
was completely changed by the eruption defoli-
ated remnants of the thick forest float on the surface
of the lake the only visible water appears as dark
patches photograph by lyn topinka courtesy
usgscascadesUSGS Cascades volcano observatory

this account of destruction in 3 nephi has always fascinated
me from my first reading of the story as a young boy to the pres-
ent time it is an account of what at first glance appears to be a

complex event or group of events that would be difficult to ex-
plain in terms of any single cause in fact I1 have often heard my fel-
low latter day saints describe how all the physical features of
north central and south america that we see today were formed
at tlthislisils time so great was the destruction A reshaping of the entire
surfaces of these continents however goes against all available
geologic evidence I1 believe that as we look at the 3 nephi account
in detail we will find that it is describing a more localized event
an event that fits with the restricted geographic views of many
book of mormon scholars 13

however the 3 nephi account cannot be explained solely as
a massive earthquake or storm for neither of these natural disas-
ters can account for all the features described all of the features of
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the account can however be explained by a specific type of nat-
ural phenomenon occurring only in certain geologic settings an
explosive volcanic eruption similar to the eruption in papua new
guinea and to the eruption on santorini I1 am certainly not the first
who has recognized this event for what it is but I1 hope here to
more completely outline the events that occurred and demonstrate
that all of these events can be explained in the context of a single
explosive volcanic eruption 14

events occurring during the destruction

the diversity of phenomena and locales mentioned in the
account in 3 nephi is considerable indicating that the event proba-
bly affected a fairly large area and that the writer must have waited
and accumulated information from around the land before making
his record it is unlikely that he witnessed all of the events himself
some knowledge of the type of destruction that would occur had
been preserved in the nephite record the prophet zenos foretold
the physical phenomena that would occur at the death of the savior

1 nephi 19 10 13 written hundreds of years before the events
recorded in 3 nephi I11 nephi preserves zenossjenoss prophecy that
there would be thunderingsthunde rings and lightnings tempests fire and

smoke a vapor of darkness the earth opening mountains being
carried up rocks rending and the earth groaning and three days
of darkness 15 evidently with this prophecy specifically in mind the
terminology used in 3 nephi becomes more specific and descrip-
tive clearly defining the kinds of events that occurred in fulfillment
of this prophecy for example phrases such as exceedingly sharp
lightnings earth was carried up upon the city rocks found in
broken fragments upon all the face of the land thick darkness
that you could feel not any light seen vapor of darkness and

11 vapor of smoke are key phrases in interpreting these passages of
scripture the writer wants us to know that the lightning was not
the ordinary kind of lightning but rather extraordinary that some-
how earth was moved uphill an unusual occurrence that the
rocks were not just broken up along a narrow fault but were scat-
tered across the land that the darkness was unusual a darkness
that could be felt and that was so intense lightfight could not be seen
and that there were vapors of smoke associated with the darkness
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A complete listing of the events recorded in 3 nephi as hav-
ing occurred during the destruction includes the following

1 A great storm 85
2 A strong and terrible tempest 86 12 17 10101414

3 terrible thunder 86 12 17
4 shaking of the whole earth 86 12 14 17 19 109
5 exceedingly sharp lightning 87 12 17
6 burning of cities 88 14 24 93 9- 10910 101013141013131413 14

7 sinking of cities into the sea 89 94 7 10101313

8 earth carried up on cities 810 14 25 95 1013
9 sinking and burial of cities 96 8 1013 14

10 changing of whole face of the land 812 17
11 whirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds 812 16 10101313 14

12 breaking up of highways and earth 813
13 breaking up of cities destruction of inhabitants 814 15
14 breaking and scattering of rocks 818 109
15 three hour duration of initial events 819
16 three day duration of thick darkness 819 22 23 109 13

17 palpable darkness 820
18 no fires or lights 821821

19 very dry wood 821821

20 vapors of smoke 10101313 14

2211 falling objects crushing people 010130 13

explosive volcanism

each of these events listed above have been documented in
historic explosive volcanic eruptions and will be discussed later
in detail first however it is important to establish where the type
of volcanic eruption required to produce these effects occurs and
to determine if these locations are compatible with current ideas
about book of mormon geography

volcanoes are usually found in three very different geologic
settings around the world these are 1 along the margins of two
tectonic plates where they are moving apart geologists call these
driftsrifts or spreading boundaries 2 along the margins of two plates
where they are moving together called subduction zones or col-
lision boundaries and 3 within tectonic plates at locations
called hot spots volcanoes that form at spreading boundaries are
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usually made up of numerous fluid lava flows that spread out to
form a broad shieldlike shape which gives these volcanoes their
name shield volcanoes their eruptions are rarely violent and are
most often gentle enough that a family could gather together climb
a hill to get a good view and avoid the hot incandescent lava flows
and sit and watch in safety

the volcanoes that form in subduction zones however are
quite different the magma below the surface in these volcanoes is

thick and viscous and contains more water and other gases than
the quiet flows of the shield volcanoes this thick pasty molten
rock is so viscous that when it is forced to the surface it does not
flow far but instead builds up conical steep sided volcanoes calledcaned
strato volcanoes these volcanoes are often very beautiful and
are greatly admired by sightseers mountains such as mount fuji
mount ranier lassen peak and mount st helens fall into this class
of volcanoes

steam rising from augustineAugust me volcano in alaska 1982 the lava dome
which formed within the crater after the main eruption acts as a plug in
the volcanos vent preventing the release of pressure photograph by C

nye courtesy USGS
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but even though these mountains are beautiful they are ex-
tremely violent and dangerous at times the pasty viscous magma
in the volcano plugs up the volcanos vent preventing the release
of pressure from the underground magma chamber over time the
pressures exerted by the gases in the subsurface become so great
that the mountain collapses or blows its top just as a pressure cooker
will explode if the release valve is clogged and the pressure that
builds up as the pot is heated is not allowed to escape As the pres-
sure is released from the underground chamber the gases separate
out of the liquid magma and swell in volume causing the volcano
to explode in a raging fury in many cases the venting of magma
occurs so rapidly that the underground chamber cannot support
the weight of the overlying rock this rock collapses into the under-
ground chamber forcing out more molten rock and creating a de-
pression termed a caldera where the volcano once stood crater
lake in oregon is a good example of a caldera left after a mountain
has blown its top

hot spot volcanoes may produce either quiet fluid lava erup-
tions or very violent explosive eruptions depending on whether
the eruption occurs in an ocean basin or on a continent if the hot
spot is in an ocean basin the eruption is generally quite mild as in
the hawaiian islands but if the hot spot is located under a conti-
nent the eruptions are generally much more violent similar to those
at subduction zones

it is the violent explosive eruptions from subduction related
volcanoes or continental hot spots that can explain the events of
3 nephi in historic times several of these explosive eruptions
have occurred and have been well documented the eruptions of
mount st helens 1980 washington state el chichon 1982
mexico nevado del ruiz 1985 colombia mount pinatuboPinatubo 1991
philippines and other volcanoes of this type during the past sev-
eral decades have given scientists a chance to document more
accurately and completely the phenomena associated with them
all of these recent eruptions have been fairly small however when
compared to some other historic eruptions mount st helens for
example erupted a volume of rock equivalent to a block one mile
wide by one mile long by three quarters of a mile deep mount
pinatuboPinatubo erupted eight to ten times that amount however during
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A crater lake on mount douglas alaska 1982 this lake occupies a
caldera a large depression formed from a violent volcanic eruption
photograph by C nye courtesy USGS

the eruption ofoftamboratamboracambora in april 1815 on the island ofofsumbawasumbawarumbawa in
indonesia a volume one hundred times the size of the 1980 mount
st helens eruption was ejected 16

A bit more should be said here as a side note about the erup-
tion ofoftamboratamboracamboraTambora in 1815 joseph smiths family had just suffered
through a second year of drought in norwich vermont 17 and were
in desperate need of a good crop in 1816 this however was not to
be the dust and ash that had been injected into the atmosphere
the previous year by the eruption of tamboracambora cooled the worlds
climate and caused the summer of 1816 in new england to be the
coldest on record snow fell in june and killing frosts occurred as
late as july 12 then a series of unusually early frosts hit again after
august 20 18 the year 1816 became known as the year without a
summer 9 this third successive year of crop failures in new en-
gland drove many farmers from the area 20 including the smith fam-
ily 21 it is interesting that a volcano in a haroffbarofffar off corner of the world
could have been instrumental in motivating josephs family to move
where they needed to be for the restoration of the gospel to occur
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now let us go back to the main questions asked at the start of
this section could these kinds of explosive volcanoes have oc-
curred in the area where the book of mormon peoples were living

and could an eruption have occurred at the time of christs death

the answer to both of these questions is yes if as most book of
mormon scholars believe the people lived in southern mexico or
central america then they would have been living in a very active
belt of explosive volcanism located where the north american and
cocos tectonic plates are colliding in fact based on the volume of
eruptive material and the length of the volcanic belt the central
american volcanic zone is ranked as the most productive volcanic
region anywhere on earth 22 the book of mormon people had prob-
ably witnessed smaller eruptions throughout their history but they
are not mentioned in the book of mormon possibly because
they were not damaging or devastating enough to be of concern
and because they were not related to a specific prophecy

that any earlier smaller eruptions are not mentioned is not
really unusual for example on the island of martinique prior to
the devastating eruption of mount peleepeigebelee in 1902 the local news-
papers hardly mention the volcano even though it had been gur-
gling and spewing forth small quantities of ash and steam for days
before the main eruption the papers and the local people were
more concerned about the upcoming elections when the volcano
was mentioned it was to soothe and reason with the populace and
convince them that no disaster was imminent 2321 the reason for this
disregard of the mountain was simply because the mountain had
done this type of thing many times before without any large dam-
aging eruption from all around the world similar stories can be
told of people living for centuries around and on the flanks of
active volcanoes they live there without fear because the massive
cataclysmic eruptions are not common such was probably the
case as well among the nephitesNephites they lived with the volcanoes
they farmed on their slopes in the rich soil they witnessed occa-
sional small eruptions blasts of steam and small earthquakes but
they had not experienced a large devastating eruption

the eruption described in 3 nephi however was apparently
a major eruption with such massive devastation that it would
be hard to ignore it in a historical record and the events that
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followed namely the coming of the savior made this a parti-
cularly important historic event my personal opinion is that the
book of mormon peoples lived in a relatively smallsmail area probably
in southern mexico or central america as described in john soren
sons book an ancient Ametamericanican settingforsetting forhorbor the book ofmormonof mormon
this area is located along a subduction zone tectonic boundary
with many active volcanoes and a record of volcanic eruptions
for example the eruptions of el chichon mexico in 1982 cerro
negro nicaragua in 1968 and coseguinaCoseguina nicaragua in 1835 2421

more eruptions both smallsmail and large are expected here in the
future at the present time a particular layer of ash or a particular
volcano has not been tied to the 53 nephi disaster but I1 believe that
it is there as the following points demonstrate little doubt that this
disaster was an explosive volcanic eruption

storm tempest and waivaiwalwhirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwindsirlwinds

large explosive volcanic eruptions are often accompanied by
violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds 25 the winds are caused by the move-
ment of clouds of volcanic ash either hugging the ground as hot
fast moving enormously destructive clouds called nueesnieesnudes ardentesdentesarientesar
or as blast clouds moving at even higher velocities for example
during the eruption of mount st helens the explosion was al-

most beyond comprehension five hundred times greater than the
twenty kiloton atomic bomb that fellfeufelifeilfen on hiroshima26hiroshima2616 and the blast
cloud is estimated to have moved at velocities of over three hun-
dred miles per hour 2717 three eyewitnesses who viewed the blast
reported the following accounts

I1 looked east toward hanaford lake and fawn lake and that
area it looked like that whole mountain range had just exploded
As the blast cloud approached it looked like a boiling mass of rock
and just as high as you could see trees were picked up and thrown
into the air at the leading edge of the cloud

the cloud approached with a roaring noise As it passed over-
head a cedar tree began to fall and within seconds there were no
trees left

A very strong wind which blew flames from the campfire flat
along the ground and held braids of hair out horizontally preceded
the blast cloud by about 10 15 seconds 28
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flattened trees on the slopes of smith creek val-
ley trees were snapped off by the winds following
the eruption of mount st helens 1980 the direc-
tion of the blast is evident from the alignment of
the trees over four billion board feet of usable
timber was damaged or destroyed photograph by
lyn topinka courtesy usgscascadesUSGS Cascades volcano
observatory

trees hundreds of years old were snapped off like toothpicks
and flattened out all pointing the same direction away from the
blast with the wind howling at what these witnesses estimated to
be nearly two hundred miles an hour some old giants were torn
out by their roots and tossed into the air as if they were mere tri-
fles up and over nearby ridges fifteen hundred feet high 2919 here it
must be mentioned again that the eruption of mount st helens
was a fairly small one by geologic standards

even more impressive are the accounts of the destruction
wreakedwrecked on the city of st pierre on the island of martinique in the
caribbean during the eruption ofofmtofftmt peige in 1902 st pierre was
a city of over thirty thousand people only two people who were
in the city survived the eruption along with a handful of others in
the near vicinity one of the survivors a monsieur albert owner of
an estate near st pierre recounts in his experience how suddenly
and violently the winds caused by the eruption began and the mag-
nitude of their destructive power

mont peigepeide had given warning of the destruction that was to
come but we who had looked upon the volcano as harmless did not
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believe that it would do more than spout fire and steam as it had
done on other occasions it was a little before 8 oclock on the morn-
ing of may 8 that the end came

I1 was in one of the fields of my estate when the ground trem-
bled under my feet not as it does when the earth quakes but as
though a terrible struggle was going on within the mountain A ter-
ror came upon me but I1 could not explain my fear

As I1 stood still mont pele seemed to shudder and a moaning
sound issued from its crater it was quite dark the sun being ob-
scured by ashes and fine volcanic dust the air was dead about me
so dead that the floating dust seemingly was not disturbed

then there was a rending crashing grinding noise which I1

can only describe as sounding as though every bit of machinery in
the world had suddenly broken down it was deafening and the flash
of light that accompanied it was blinding more so than any lightning
I1 have ever seen

it was like a terrible hurricane and where a fraction of a sec-
ond before there had been a perfect calm I1 felt myself drawn into a

vortex and I1 had to brace myself firmly it was like a great express
train rushing by and I1 was drawn by its force

the mysterious force leveled a row of strong trees tearing
them up by the roots and leaving bare a space of ground fifteen yards
wide and more than one hundred yards long

transfixed I1 stood not knowing in what direction to flee
I1 looked toward mont peige and above its apex formed a great black
cloud which reached high in the air it literally fell upon the city of
st pierre it moved with a rapidity that made it impossible for any-
thing to escape it

from the cloud came explosions that sounded as though all of
the navies of the world were in titanic combat lightning played in
and out in broad forks the result being that intense darkness was
followed by light that seemed to be of magnifying power 30

the great black cloud seen by monsieur albert was a blast
of superheatedsuperheatersuperheated steam filled with even hotter ash particles this
cloud it is estimated traveled with a velocity of at least one hun-
dred miles per hour this speed was possible because the ash par-
ticles gave the cloud a greater density than normal atmospheric
gases causing the cloud to flow low along the ground As it
moved the cloud was buoyed up enough by the hot compressed
gases at the base of the flowing mass that it traveled in a near fric-
tionlessti state down the mountain and into st pierre the great
density velocity and ground hugging nature of the cloud increased



augustineAugustme volcano 1986 an enormously destructive cloud of rapidly
moving volcanic ash called a nnienueenuienude ardente rolls down the north side of
the volcano photograph by M E yount courtesy USGS
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its destructiveness which was much greater than that of a hurri-
cane of the same wind velocity 31 fred bullard in his book volca-
noes of the earth describes the power of this rush of ash and
volcanic gas on and over the city of st pierre

all the houses in st pierre were unroofed and otherwise demol-
ished either in part or totally the trees were stripped of leaves and
branches down to the bare trunks the force of the blast is shown by
the fact that walls of cement and stone three feet in thickness were
torn to pieces as though made of cardboard six inch cannon on the
mome dorange battery were sheared from their mountings century
old trees were uprooted and a statue of the virgin mary weighing at
least three tons was carried 50 feet from its base 3231

during the eruption of krakatoa an island volcano off the
coast of java in 18831885 high velocity winds again arising quite sud-
denly to hurricane levels as at st pierre were reported by several
ships sailing near the island the first officer aboard the ship W H

besse describes the winds as they impacted his ship

at 6 arnam got under weigh having a fair wind was in hopes
to get out clear of the straits before night at 10 am were within
6 miles of st nicholas point when we heard some terrific reports
also observed a heavy black bank rising up from the direction of
krakatoa island the barometer fell an inch at one jump suddenly ris-
ing and falling an inch at a time called all hands furled all sails
securely which was scarcely done before the squall struck the ship
with terrific force let go port anchor and all the chain in the locker
wind increasing to a hurricane 33

whirlwindsva4irlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds or tornados appear to be a fairly common fea-
ture of many explosive volcanic eruptions the hot ash erupted
into the air is a concentrated source of heat that causes severe
updraftsupdrafts providing ideal conditions for the formation of whirl
winds only a few accounts however actually report whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds
perhaps because they often cannot be seen due to the incredible
darkness that usually accompanies eruptions nonetheless whirl
winds were an important feature of several eruptions such as the
1815 eruption of tamboracambora when violent whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds carried up
men horses cattle and whatever else came within their influence
into the air tore up the largest trees by the roots and covered the
whole sea with floating timber 3431 lieutenant owen phillips re-
ported that the town of saugar located about twentyfivetwenty five miles
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from tamboracamboraTambora was devastated by a violent whirlwind that blew
down nearly every house 3531

after a preliminary eruption of krakatoa in may 18831885 prior
to the main eruption in august a group of dignitaries and scien-
tists visited the island out of curiosity and a desire to assess the
damage they report that

some trees showed through the ash as bare stumps several meters
high and from which the branches seemed to have been torn off by
force the wood was dry without signs of burning or chcharningarring no
leaf or branch could be found in the ash and it is therefore likely that
the deforestation must be attributed to a whirlwind as it often devel-
ops in turbulent air during volcanic eruptions as a result of local heat-
ing of the atmosphere 36

when the mayon volcano in the philippines erupted in 1766 it
was accompanied by tornadoes called baguios in that countrycountry371337113737

whirlwindsvvhirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds have also been reported from the 1947 eruption of
hekla the 1963 eruption ofofsurtseysurtseycurtseySurtsey and the 1973 eldfelleldfereldfed eruption
all in iceland 3831 from these accounts it is apparent that strong winds
and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds are common features of explosive volcanic erup-
tions and that there is no need to call upon other types of storm
activity such as hurricanes or cyclones to explain these events

one more piece of evidence is important here as well the
book of mormon mentions that their wood was exceedingly dry
it is not likely that their wood would be exceedingly dry if they
had just experienced a hurricane or some other type of large tropi-
cal storm but the winds and storms associated with volcanic erup-
tions although they may be accompanied by rain are often dry the
above account of the excursion to krakatoa after one of its erup-
tions describes the trees and wood as dry another account from
mount st helens indicates that no rain accompanied that eruption

the lightning streaked cloud rolling northeast from mount
st helens at nearly 60 miles an hour looked exactly like a towering
thunderhead but it was bigger and blacker than any in memory
most people in its path as yet unaware of the volcanos eruption
braced for a storm but no rain fell instead the cloud descended like
a shroud cloaking the landscape in a blackness of volcanic ash that
even automobile headlights could not penetrate 39

the exceedingly dry wood described in the book of mor-
mon indicates a dry storm with violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds allaliail
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mount pinatuboPinatubo in the philippines 1991 aerial view
of ash cloud from the eruption of the volcano
photograph by E W wolfe courtesy usgscas
cades volcano observatory

of which are consistent with a large volcanic eruption certainly
violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds can occur without rain in other cir-
cumstancescumstances and under other conditions but few other settings
would be as spectacularly violent as a large volcanic eruption
even a major hurricane could not produce the kind of destructive
wind for example that destroyed the city of st pierre in 1902

terrible thunder and sharp lightning

most of our experience with thunder and lightning comes
from the thunderstorms that are quite common throughout the
world occasionally these may be extremely violent storms with
spectacular displays of lightning and blasts of thunder nephis
description of the thunder and lightning that occurred was not of
this ordinary kind however for he describes them as such as

never had been known in all the land the thunder was also
unusual in that it is correlated with the shaking of the whole earth
as if it was about to divide asunder implying that earthquakes
were occurring along with the lightning and thunder lightning
displays and associated thunder along with other noises caused
by explosions near a volcano can be of this extraordinary kind
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described by nephi the lightning is caused by the friction be-
tween the exploding ash and the air this friction generates enor-
mous quantities of static electricity that is then discharged as
lightning the thunder from the lightning is supplemented by the
explosions from the volcano and the earthquakes that occur al-
most continuously during some eruptions one of the earliest ac-
counts of these types of volcanic lightning displays comes from
pliny the younger who observed the eruption of mount vesuvius
in AD 79 pliny writes

A fearful black cloud was rent by forked and quivering bursts of
flame and parted to reveal great tongues of fire like flashes of light-
ning magnified in size 4010

peter francis interprets plinysplenys description of magnified
lightning as the discharge of static electricity accumulating in
the ash cloud 11441

the air at times during a volcanic eruption is so charged with
static electricity that unusual things may happen for example
during an eruption in kamchatka in eastern russia the electrical
activity played tricks with modern electric appliances

together with the cloud came also and was growing a rumble
of loud thunder accompanying incessantly flashing lightnings
people returning from work were wandering about the village in
search of their homes peals of thunder were crashing with deafen-
ing loudness without any interruption the air was saturated with
electricity telephones were ringing spontaneously loudspeakers of
the radionet were burning out 42

the thunderous noises produced by an eruption may carry for
distances of several hundred miles the 1815 eruption of mount
tamboracambora demonstrates how far reaching these effects can be

in april 1815 one of the most frightful eruptions recorded in
history occurred in the mountain tamboracamboraTambora in the island of sum
bawa it began on the 5thath of april and was most violent on the I111thI1 th
and 12th and did not entirely cease till july the sound of the explo-
sions was heard in sumatra at the distance of nine hundred and sev-
enty geographical miles in a direct line and at ternate in an opposite
direction at the distance of seven hundred and twenty miles the
area over which tremulous noises and other volcanic effects
extended was one thousand english miles in circumference includ-
ing the whole of the molucca islands java a considerable portion of
celebes sumatra and borneo 4341
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from captain logans account of the eruption of krakatoa
which he witnessed from on board the ship berdice in the sunda
straits we see again the spectacular nature of the displays of elec-
trical activity occurring during an eruption the ships log at mid-
night begins

the ash shower is becoming heavier and is intermixed with
fragments of pumice stone the lightning and thunder became
worse and worse the lightning flashes shot past and around the ship
nirefirefireballsballsbailsbanns continually fell on the deck and burst into sparks we saw
flashes of lightning falling quite close to us on the ship heard fearful
rumblingscrumblingsrumblings and explosions sometimes upon the deck and sometimes
among the rigging the man at the wheel felt strong electric shocks
on one arm the copper sheathing of the rudder became glowing
from the electric discharges fiery phenomena on board the ship
manifested themselves at every moment now and then when any
sailor complained that he had been struck I1 did my best to set his
mind at ease and endeavoured to talk the idea out of his head until
I1 myself holding fast at the time to some part of the rigging with one
hand and bending my head out of reach of the blinding ash shower
which swept past my face had to let go my hold owing to a severe
electric shock in the arm 44

during the eruption of mount st helens
lightning and other electrical phenomena associated with the erup-
tion were so spectacular that many witnesses mentioned them
some observers witnessed unusual forms of lightning some of the
lightning appeared red it wasnt normal lightning first a white dot
appeared in the cloud and then a bolt would shoot out from it the
lightning was in ball form streaking toward the ground connected
neither with the cloud nor with the ground after the cloud
passed overhead lots of lightning started 600 800 ft in the air and
formed big balls big as a pickup and just started rolling across the
ground and bouncing 45

photos of volcanic lightning displays have been published in
several places for example simkin and fiske have a photo of
lightning around anak krakatoa the new island that emerged in
place of krakatoa taken during an eruption in 193346193316 decker and
decker show a five minute time lapse photo of lightning over an
erupting volcano in nicaraguanicaragua4747 lambert has a picture of light-
ning in the skies over surtseycurtsey during an eruption48eruption48 nuhfer and
others have a photograph of lightning over the galunggungGalunggung vol-
cano in indonesia49Indonesia49 and discover magazine published a spectacular
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mount vesuvius 1944 static electricity crackles over the volcano during
an eruption courtesy corbis bettmann

seven minute time lapse photo of lightning over the sakurajimaSakurajima
volcano in japan 50

the descriptions of thunder and photos of lightning around
explosive volcanic eruptions show that these phenomena often
occur without rainfallrainfanfaH so that the wood for fires could still be
exceedingly dry ready for the unsuccessful attempts to build

fires these historic descriptions also record the unusual nature of
the lightning that it comes not only as bolts but as ballsbausbailsbalisbans of light-
ning and that the electricity may permeate the air creating other
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interesting effects the lightning displays associated with volcanic
eruptions are certainly of the unusual and extraordinary type and
fit very well with nephis description of exceedingly sharp light-
nings such as never had been known in all the land the thunder
earthquakes and other sounds associated with an explosive vol-
canic eruption also concur with nephis terminology of terrible
thunder insomuch that it did shake the whole earth as if it was
about to divide asunder these features of the destruction in
3 nephi do not alone deninedefine the event as a volcanic eruption just
as with the winds described in the previous section spectacular
lightning and thunder can be produced in other ways but an ex-
plosive volcanic eruption is certainly the simplest explanation that
satisfies all of the criteria

shaking and quaking

large tectonic earthquakes those with richter magnitudes
greater than about seven do not occur frequently around the
world perhaps ten to twenty every year mostly in unpopulated
areas they do occur frequently enough however for scientists to
have a very good idea of their characteristics the energy released
during large earthquakes comes from two blocks of earth moving
rapidly past each other while years of accumulated strain is re-
leased at most the shaking of the earth during these massive
earthquakes may last for a few minutes for example during the
alaskan earthquake of 1964 one of the largest earthquakes ever
recorded richter magnitude between 8.3858.5838583 and 8.68686sg the shaking
lasted for three to four minutes an extraordinarily long period of
time 551 the san francisco earthquake of 1906 lasted only about
forty seconds 5212

these short periods of shaking however give plenty of time
to accomplish the destruction that large earthquakes produce but
they are far short of the three hours of continuous or near contin-
uous shaking described in 3 nephi the destruction produced dur-
ing an earthquake is also fairly localized along the line of slippage
called the fault line and in regions quite close to this line other

phenomena associated with large earthquakes are aftershocks that
come intermittently for several days after the main quake land-
slides or rock falls off of steep slopes liquefaction of sandy soils
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causing the collapse of buildings tidal waves or tsunamistsunamis in coastal
areas rare displays of lightning or other electrical phenomena
thunderlike noises and the spread of fires through cities or towns
with concentrated housing made of wood 53

although these phenomena are similar to some of those men-
tioned in 3 nephi some glaring differences are apparent I1 have
already mentioned one namely that in the 3 nephi account the
shaking lasted for about three hours too long a time period for
the shock from a single large earthquake and too short for the
period during which aftershocks following a major earthquake
usually take place however it is a very reasonable amount of time
for the initial stages of a volcanic eruption we might call this the
throat clearing stage of the eruption which occurs as the mount-

ing pressure cleans the volcanos vent of the rock and debris that
have plugged it up during this time frequent explosions and
earthquakes occur once the vent is cleared the volcano may con-
tinue to erupt for several hours or days without additional signifi-
cant earthquakes

other problems with ascribing the destruction described in
3 nephi to a major tectonic earthquake include 1 the three days
of darkness this phenomenon has never been reported in associ-
ation with a large earthquake 2 the winds and tempests al-
though it may be windy during an earthquake just as it may be
windy at any other time no correlation between wind and earth-
quakes has been demonstrated even though one of the old now
abandoned theories of earthquake production was the idea that
wind was trapped in the earth and released during an earth
quake54quake51quake 5451 3 whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds I1 know of no report of a whirlwind or
tornado caused by an earthquake and 4 the inability to light a

fire which again has never been reported as an effect of a major
earthquake nephis description of the whole face of the land
being changed is also not typical of an earthquake although the
devastation can be enormous during an earthquake most land-
marks survive and are recognizable on the other hand a major
volcanic eruption often produces scenes so strange and unnatural
that it seems as if the landscape has been remade

the kinds of quaking and shaking described in 3 nephi are
typical however of the descriptions from historical accounts of
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explosive volcanic eruptions 5551 during the eruption of krakatoa
the shaking of the earth lasted throughout the night of august 26
18831885 and on into the next morning 56 earthquake vibrations rose
to thirty to forty times the normal background level during the
eruption of a volcano on raoul island northeast of new zealand in
1964 continuing throughout the eruption 57 reports from the 1902
eruption of the santa maria volcano in guatemala tell of earth-
quake activity that lasted for several hours rising to several peaks
of shaking during the climax of the eruption the eruption of ash
and debris continued on for another day or two without any signifi-
cant earthquake activity 58

when the coseguinaCoseguina volcano in nicaragua erupted in 18351855 it
was reported that the sounds accompanying the shaking were
alarming and heard up to four hundred miles away and that the
roar was practically continuous for seven hours 5919 even though
most of the noise and shaking caused by the eruption of coseguinaCoseguina
ceased after a few hours the eruption itself and the darkness caused
by the ashfallashmall continued on for three to four days 60 all of these
accounts are quite similar to the 53 nephi account in which the ini-
tial part of the eruption lasted for three hours with violent shaking
and thunder followed by quiet and darkness for three days

cities burned drowned and buried

the destruction of people and buildings may occur in a vari-
ety of different ways during an explosive volcanic eruption and
the devastation may be widespread reaching up to a few hundred
miles from the erupting volcano the destruction in the book of
mormon account appears to have been quite widespread for in
addition to the cities mentioned in the passage above the cities of
jacobugathJacobugath laman josh gad and kishkumenKishkumen and their inhabi-
tants were burned the cities of onihahonihan mocumhocum and jerusalem
were covered by water and the cities of gilgalgalgal gadiandiGadiandi gadiomgadiot
nah jacob and gimgimno were sunk and buried in the earth

fire the cities mentioned in the 53 nephi account were all
destroyed in ways understandable in terms of a massive volcanic
eruption the fires that started in zarahemlazarahenzarchenZarahemlaemiafdafladla and other cities could
easily have been ignited by hot ash falling onto wooden and thatch
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structures that probably made up most of the buildings in the
cities hel 331051010 11 by a fast moving hot cloud of ash traveling
along the ground or by the unusually violent fightlightningning accompa-
nying the eruption accounts of similar occurrences can be found
in historical records for example many fires were started in the
city of stabiaestabile by the fall of hot rocks and ash from the eruption
of mount vesuvius in AD 79 61 A firestormfirestorm swept through the city of
st pierre during the 1902 eruption ofofmtofftmt peleepel6epelie many of the houses
in tropical st pierre were wooden structures with no window-
panes only shutters so that the highly heated gas and ash from the
eruption easily penetrated into every part of the buildings the city
was almost instantly and completely engulfed in flames A ship
from fort de france tried to approach the burning city three and
one half hours after the eruption but had to turn away because
the heat was still so intense 6261 an assistant purser by the name of
thompson on board the ship raimaroraimacoraimaRo which was just approach-
ing the st pierre harbor at the time of the eruption of mt peige
gives the following description

I1 saw st pierre destroyed it was blotted out by one great flash
of fire nearly 40000 people were killed at once of eighteen vessels
lying in the roads only one the british steamship roddam escaped
and she I1 hear lost more than half on board it was a dying crew that
took her out our boat the roraimacoraimaRoraima arrived at st pierre early thurs-
day morning for hours before we entered the roadstead we could
see flames and smoke rising from mt peige no one on board had any
idea of danger capt G T Mmuggah was on bridge and all hands got on
deck to see the show the spectacle was magnificent As we ap-
proachedproached st pierre we could distinguish the rolling and leaping red
flames that belched from the mountain in huge volumes and gushed
high into the sky enormous clouds of black smoke hung over the vol-
cano the flames were then spurting straight up in the air now and
then waving to one side or the other a moment and again leaping
suddenly higher up there was a constant muffled roar it was like the
biggest oil refinery in the world burning up on the mountain top
there was a tremendous explosion about 745 soon after we got in
the mountain was blown to pieces there was no warning the side
of the volcano was ripped out and there hurled straight towards us a
solid wall of flame it sounded like a thousand cannon

the wave of fire was on us and over us like a lightning flash it
was like a hurricane of fire I1 saw it strike the cable steamship grap-
pler broadside on and capsize her from end to end she burst into
flames and then sank the fire rolled in mass straight down on
st pierre and the shipping the town vanished before our eyes
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the air grew stifling hot and we were in the thick of it wher-
ever the mass of fire struck the sea the water boiled and sent up
great clouds of steam the sea was tomtorn into huge whirlpools that
careened toward the open sea one of these horrible hot whirlpools
swung under the roraimacoraima and pulled her down on her beam end
with the suction she careened way over to port and then the fire
hurricane from the volcano smashed her and over she went on the
opposite side the fire wave swept off the masts and smokestackssmokestacks as
if they were cut by a knife

I1 saved my life by running to my stateroom and burying myself
in the bedding the blast of fire from the volcano lasted only for a
few minutes it shriveled and set fire to everything it touched thou-
sands of casks of rumnun were stored in st pierre and these were
exploded by the terrific heat burning rum ran in streams down
every street and out into the sea

before the volcano burst the landings at st pierre were
crowded with people after the explosion not one living being was
seen on land only twentyfivetwenty five of those on board out of sixty eight
were left after the first blast 6313

another cause of fires in a volcanic disaster can be related
more to the effects of the earthquakes accompanying an eruption
than to the eruption itself lamps torches cooking fires and other
open flames disturbed by the shaking may ignite fires in the con-
fusion and darkness these fires may burn out of control and create
havoc in populated areas

flood the flooding of cities and villages is also a common
occurrence during large explosive volcanic eruptions explosions
earthquakes and massive landslides around a volcano particularly
if the volcano is near the ocean create huge waves of water that
travel outward from the source until they collapse on coastal com-
munitiesmuni ties these waves called tidal waves or more properly tsu-
nami are one of the major causes of death in some volcanic
eruptions during the 1883 eruption of krakatoa 165 villages were
completely destroyed and 152132 partly destroyed by tsunami killing
approximately thirty three thousand people waves crashing on the
shores near krakatoa reached heights of over 130 feet 64

several eyewitnesses recorded accounts of the krakatoa tsu-
nami and their destructive power an elderly dutchman reported

I1 have lived in anjer bavalijavauaval all my life and little thought the old
town would have been destroyed in the way it has I1 am getting on in
years and quite expected to have laid my bones in the little cemetery



st pierre martinique prior to the eruption of mount peige ca 1902 st
pierre was a prosperous seaport with a population of almost 40000
courtesy bart J kowallis

the remains of st pierre 1902 following the eruption of mount peige
a firestormfirestorm swept through the city only the foundations of the buildings
survived the devastation courtesy bart J kowallis
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near the shore but not even that has escaped and some of the bod-
ies have actually been washed out of the graves and carried out to
sea the whole town has been swept away and I1 have lost every-
thing except my life the wonder is that I1 escaped at all I1 can never
be too thankful for such a miraculous escape as I1 had

the eruption began on the sunday afternoon we did not take
much notice at first until the reports grew very loud then we noticed
that krakatauKrakatau was completely enveloped in smoke afterwards came
on the thick darkness so black and intense that I1 could not see my
hand before my eyes it was about this time that a message came from
batavia inquiring as to the explosive shocks and the last telegram sent
off from us was telling you about the darkness and smoke towards
night everything became worse the reports became deafening the
natives cowered down panic stricken and a red fiery glare was visible
in the sky above the mountain although krakatoa was twentyfivetwenty five
miles away the concussion and vibration from the constantly repeated
shocks was most terrifying many of the houses shook so much that
we feared every minute would bring them down there was little
sleep for any of us that dreadful night before daybreak on monday on
going out of doors I1 found the shower of ashes had commenced and
this gradually increased in force until at length large pieces of pumicepurnice
stone kept falling around about six AM I1 was walking along the
beach there was no sign of the sun as usual and the sky had a dull
depressing look some of the darkness of the previous day had cleared
off but it was not very light even then looking out to sea I1 noticed a
dark black object through the gloom traveling towards the shore

at first sight it seemed like a low range of hills rising out of
the water but I1 knew there was nothing of the kind in that part of the
soendacoenda strait A second glance and a very hurried one it was con-
vinced me that it was a lofty ridge of water many feet high and
worse still that it would soon break upon the coast near the town
there was no time to give any warning and so I1 turned and ran for
my life my running days have long gone by but you may be sure that
I1 did my best in a few minutes I1 heard the water with a loud roar
break upon the shore everything was engulfed another glance
around showed the houses being swept away and the trees thrown
down on every side breathless and exhausted I1 still pressed on As I1

heard the rushing waters behind me I1 knew that it was a race for
lifefifeilfefivehive struggling on a few yards more brought me to some rising
ground and here the torrent of water overtook me I1 gave up allanailali for
lost as I1 saw with dismay how high the wave still was I1 was soon
taken off my feet and bomeborne inland by the force of the resistless mass
I1 remember nothing more until a violent blow aroused me some
hard firm substance seemed within my reach and clutching it I1

found I1 had gained a place of safety the waters swept past and
I1 found myself clinging to a cocoanutcocoanut palm tree most of the trees
near the town were uprooted and thrown down for miles but this
one fortunately had escaped and myself with it
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the huge wave rolled on gradually decreasing in height and
strength until the mountain slopes at the back ofofanjeranjer were reached
and then its fury spent the waters gradually receded and flowed
back into the sea the sight of those receding waters haunts me still
As I1 clung to the palm tree wet and exhausted there floated past the
dead bodies of many a friend and neighbor only a mere handful of
the population escaped houses and streets were completely
destroyed and scarcely a trace remains of where the once busy
thriving town originally stood 6561

another report describes the devastation following the tsunami

As far as the eye can reach the only thing that remains stand-
ing is a solitary tree a gigantic durian maimed branchless and leaf-
less it forms the gravemarkgravemark of a heap of corpses and carcasses lying
under roofs houses and trunks of trees hundreds of such graves
though of smaller dimensions may be seen over and over again on
the plain the tumedfumed up earth often merely covers a corpse along-
side which a cocoanutcocoanut branch or bamboo is stuck upright for the
guidance of the authorities thousands of corpses of human beings
and also carcasses of animals still await burial and make their pres-
ence apparent by an indescribable stench they lie in knots and
entangled masses impossible to unravel 66

even for communities located along the shores of lakes the
flooding hazards are significant during a volcanic eruption A child
generates waves in the bathtub by sliding to one end of the tub
taking the water with him then sliding back along with the water
to the other end until eventually the water waves in the tub begin to
slop over the sides in the same way large water waves can be gen-
erated in lakes by the wave energy produced by earthquakes mov-
ing back and forth through the water the waves created by this
movement are called seiche waves and although not usually as
large as tsunami they can cause severe damage and death water
levels in lakes can also change dramatically during an eruption due
to landslides collapsing into the lake or blocking a lakes outlet
spirit lake at the foot of mount st helens was two hundred feet
higher in elevation after the eruption in 1980 6761 lodges cabins
everything near the previous lakeshorelakeshore were buried deeply under
water mud and debris

the kinds of flooding and burial by water that is associated
with explosive volcanic eruptions could certainly fit the descrip-
tions in 3 nephi when the lord referring to the cities ofofjerusalemjerusalem
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onihahonihan and mocumhocum says the waters have I1 caused to come up
in the stead thereof or when nephi describes the city of moroni
sinking into the depths of the sea moroni is described in the
book of mormon as being near the east sea alma 5013 while
sorenson has suggested that jerusalem was perhaps located on the
shores of a lake 68these68 these locations are both ideal for the types of
destruction by water that occur during an eruption

burial the book of mormon also describes the destruction
of several cities by either being buried in the earth or as in the
case of the city of moronihahMoronihah having the earth carried up upon
the city burial in the earth is a common occurrence in explosive
volcanic eruptions the large quantities of ash and pumice that are
produced blanket the landscape for many miles around the vol-
cano A heavy fall of ash and pumice destroyed the town of pom-

peii during the eruption of mount vesuvius the accumulation of
ash and pumice averaged a depth of about twenty feet69 and left

building buried by laharslacars volcanic mudflowsmudflows 1990 this structure
located near the mouth of the drift river in alaska is twenty two miles
from redoubt volcano the source of the eruption photograph by
C gardner courtesy USGS
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only the tops of the taller buildings protruding above it because
the town was completely abandoned after the eruption and the
building tops that remained above the ash eventually weathered
away pompeii was for a time completely lost modern excavations
have uncovered the town and by pouring plaster into molds left in
the solidified ash have shown the tragic final moments of some
of the inhabitants who were trapped in the ashfallashmallashfall 70

cities or towns are also buried when the ash from an erup-
tion combines with rain or with rapidly melting snow to form a
thick slurry of hot mud that flows rapidly downslope 71 these vol-
canic mudflowsmudflows are called labors the town of herculaneumHerculaneum
escaped the heavy fall of ash that destroyed pompeii but as the
ash and pumice continued to accumulate on the higher slopes of
the volcano and were then saturated by rainmin a wet slurry of mud
formed became fluid and quite suddenly swept down the sides of
the volcano one or more of these laharslacars flowed through her
culaneumlaneumcu and completely engulfed it buildings were smothered
crushed and buried sixty to seventy feet deep in the mud the
burial was complete enough that a new town resina was con-
structedstructed on top of buried herculaneumHerculaneum 7271

another example of burial by mud but with a slightly differ-
ent twist occurred in 1886 when the taraweraTarawera volcano on the
north island of new zealand erupted many towns and villages
around the volcano were buried by falling mud produced when
part of the eruption blew out through the bottom of lake rotomanotoma
hana located adjacent to the volcano the mixture of volcanic ash
water and mud that had accumulated on the bottom of the lake for
centuries fell from the sky the village of wairoa was buried in
seven feet of this mixture and the villages of moura and te ariki
disappeared along with all of their inhabitants under seventy five
feet of mud 73

A recent example of a city being buried by a volcanic mud-
flow occurred in colombia in 1985 on november 1513 of that year
a relatively small eruption occurred from the nevado del ruiz vol-
cano the ash however was hot enough to melt part of the snow
and ice cap at the top of the volcano the water from the melted
snow mixed with ash at the top of the volcano and picked up
other debris as it flowed swiftly down the mountain and into
the river valleys at about I111I1 PM the mudflowsmudflows swept over the
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defenseless city of armero killing about twentyfivetwenty five thousand
people asleep in their beds most of the inhabitants had no warn-
ing and were buried alive it was all over in just a few minutes 74

in addition to burial by falling ash and burial by laharslacars a third
method of burial is also possible around an erupting volcano this
phenomenon was not well understood until the eruption of mount
st helens in 1980 this eruption was triggered when the swollen
north side of the volcano collapsed the ensuing landslide or de-
bris avalanche traveled out across the valley at the base of the
mountain burying spirit lake then flowed up and over an inter-
vening ridge more than three hundred feet high down across the
next valley and then halfway up the next mountain leaving
deposits as much as six hundred feet thickthick7575 this debris avalanche
traveled as far as twentyfivetwenty five miles from the volcano at speeds in
excess of 150 miles per hourhour7671 since 1980 geologists have learned
that occurrences of massive landslides such as this are actually
quite commonly associated with explosive eruptions 7717

laharslacars accumulated in the drift river valley large laharslacars from the erup-
tions of redoubt volcano inm 1989 and 1990 covered the entire drift
river valley floor and extended twenty two miles to the cook inlet
photograph by T miller courtesy USGS
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returning once more to the words in 3 nephi we read that
the earth was carried up upon the city of moronihahMoronihah that in the

place of the city there became a great mountain from this descrip-
tion it seems possible that moronihahMoronihah might have been buried
by a debris avalanche similar to the one that occurred at mount
st helens an effective way to carry earth up upon a city in any
case moronihahMoronihah and the other cities buried in the earth or the ash
would have to have been quite close to the eruption probably
within fifty miles and perhaps much closer avalanches such as
these do indeed dramatically alter the local topography so that it is

not unreasonable to believe that where there had been a city nes-
tled in a valley there was after the eruption a hill or mountain
formed by the avalanche deposits it is hard to imagine a great
mountain being formed by these avalanche processes but it may
be that the author is using a bit of hyperbole here as is not uncom-
mon in accounts of any disaster it is also true that the term great
mountain may be relative what people in one area refer to as
a mountain may to others be simply a hill an alternative hypothe-
sis however is that the city was very close to the volcano and was
initially buried by an avalanche deposit then later it became a great
mountain as the volcano rebuilt itself over the buried city

wholewhoie face of land changed

this description from 53 nephi almost sounds as if after the
destruction no mountains or valleys or other topographic features
were recognizable as if the face of the entire earth had been
changed and yet a careful reading makes it obvious that the basic
geography of the book of mormon land was not changed after the
destruction and that there were cities especially around the land
of bountiful that were probably not severely damaged 7871

one of the keys to understanding these passages of scripture
is to understand the meaning of whole face of the land or face
of the whole earth what did nephi mean certainly he did not
mean literally the whole earth for we know from historical rec-
ords that no massive destruction occurred at this time in the
mediterranean region nor in asia europe or the middle east so if
we cannot interpret the whole earth as being literally the whole
earth what did the writer mean I1 think it is obvious that he meant
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drift glacier at redoubt volcano 1991 A geologist examines deep vol-
canic flow and deposits photograph by C gardner courtesy LJSGSUSGS

his whole earth or the whole land that was known and inhabited
by the book of mormon peoples here again one must not get car-
ried away into thinking that all of north and south america were
deformed because as has been shown by other authors the area
over which the book of mormon peoples roamed was most likely
only a few hundred miles long and widewide7979 it is only in this context
that the great destruction makes sense and can be supported by
scientific reasoning and hopefully at some point in the future
some concrete evidence of the disasterdisaster8080 if we insist on holding to
the claim that all of the topographic features of two great conti-
nents were formed at this time we cannot count on any support
from geology and we will probably alienate anyone with even a
rudimentary understanding of the subject

how do people who have witnessed one of these eruptions or
who have visited the area after an eruption describe what they see
this comparison I1 believe is a good measure of how nephi would
react to the same event pliny the younger describes his reaction
upon seeing the landscape after the eruption of mount vesuvius
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at last the darkness thinned and dispersed into smoke or
cloud then there was genuine daylight and the sun actually shone
out but yellowish as it is during an eclipse we were terrified to see
everything changed buried deep in ashes like snowdriftssnowdrifts 81

from accounts of the eruption of mount st helens come the
following descriptions of the devastated landscape after the eruption

within minutes the upper toutleroutle river valley below
st helens was a barren landscape of total desolation A 156 square
mile swath extending northwest from the volcano lay devastated

A billion board feet of timber were blown down animals were
buried in ash or roasted by gases and scores of persons were dead or
missing harry truman his lodge and all of spirit lake disap-
peared in a cataclysmic cauldroncauldrencauldron the once rounded mountain top
was shorter by 1300 feet and a mile deep horseshoe of hell was
gouged out of the north side 82

they call the land an alien moonscape a blighted badlands
president carter flew over it in late may and called it indescribable
dirty rivulets seem to flow uphill as they wind through the bizarre
terrain at ground zero in the hellish landscape is what is left of
mount st helens it sits like a resting monster 83

after a violent eruption the volcano and the area surround-
ing it often appear completely foreign the volcano itself may have
changed from a towering symmetrical peak to a blackened stump
stripped of foliage and unrecognizable as the mountain it used to
be local officials who went to investigate the eruption ofoftamboratamboracambora
found that the thirteen thousand foot mountain was now flattened
into a broad plateau and surrounded by a scene of utter devasta-

tion 84about84 about ninety thousand people died from the eruption and
the famine and disease that followed

volcanic landslides and mudflowsmudflows may also significantly alter
the terrain creating hills and ridges where valleys and lowlands
had previously existed the account in 53 nephi describes four
cities as having sunk and made hills and valleys in the places
thereof 3 ne 98 tsunamisTsunamis along the coast may obliterate not
only towns and villages but other familiar landmarks after a night
of terror during the eruption of krakatoa and the tsunamistsunamis that fol-

lowed the eruption one resident described the scene at last

morning came in front of us was what was once a town but there
was no destruction there was simply nothing 1185118185
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perhaps the most signifi-

cant change is due to the graygruy

blanket of ash covering every-
thing casting a ghostly pall
over the entire scene killing
most of the vegetation and
creating the feeling of a new
and alien landscape in 19911991

mount pinatuboPina tubo erupted in
the philippines the amount
of ash erupted was about the
same as during the krakatoa
eruption the ash buried clark
airbaseAirbase fifteen miles from
the volcano so deeply that the
united states government later
abandoned it it also destroyed
at least temporarily over two eruption plume from mount pina

hundred thousand acres of tubo 1991 this picture was taken
from clark airbase control towerfarmland and two dozen towns
clark airbase was buried inin ash so

and displaced 1.21212 million fili-
pinos

deep that it eventually had to be
from their homes 86 it abandoned photograph by J N

truly changed the whole face marso courtesy usgscascadesUSGS Cascades vol-
canoof thelandthe land observatory

broken and scattered rocks

nephis description of the effects the cataclysm had on the
rocks might at first glance be ascribed to a great earthquake cert-
ainly during a great quake the earth is rent and broken and rocks
may afterward be found in seams and cracks and in broken flfrag-
ments

ag

however nephi states that the rocks were found in this
manner scattered over the whole face of the land this is not typi-
cal of earthquakes where the zone of actual breakage of rock is

usually fairly narrow and confined even in the greatest earth-
quakes on the other hand an explosive volcanic eruption com-
monly produces large quantities of broken and shattered rocks
that are frequently scattered over a very wide area geologists call
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deposits of these broken fragmented rocks pyroclastic rocks pyro
is derived from greek and means fire while clastic means broken
or fragmented

the size of the fragments of rock produced by a volcanic
eruption ranges from small sand sized fragments of ash and dust to
larger lumps of pumice and other rock and even to very large
house sized blocks the largest fragments of rock generally fall

back to the earth near the eruptive source but fairly large frag-
ments may stillstiff be found some distance from the volcano during
the violent 1669 eruption of italysitalis mount etna huge boulders
some weighing as much as three hundred pounds were shot sev-
eral miles through the air 87 volcanic bombs over three feet in
diameter were thrown over three miles during the 1938 eruption
ofofasamaasamaabama in central japan 88 in zamborastamborasTamboras 1815 eruption fist sized
stones fell up to twentyfivetwenty five miles away from the eruption 89 in

impact craters from volcanic bombs 1992 the craters formed from large
rocks ejected during a volcanic eruption dot the surface of avalanches of
volcanic debris that blanket the slopes of crater peak on the mount spunspurr
volcano in alaska photograph by C neal courtesy USGS
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describing two phases of the eruption of the taal volcano in 1754

in the philippines one eyewitness describes the scattering of rocks
and boulders along with some of the other volcanic phenomena
we have already discussed

on november 15 it taal volcano vomited enormous boul-
ders more intense earthquakes than had been experienced before
tottered those houses which still stood immense waves of water in
the lake threatened the low lying villages along its shores

at 7 in the morning of november 28 occurred a new parox-
ysm during which the volcano vomited forth such masses of fire
and ejecta that in my opinion all the material ejected during so
many months if taken together would not equal the quantity
which issued at that time the columns of fire and smoke as-
cended higher than ever before increasing every moment in vol-
ume and setting fire to the whole island there not being the
smallest portion of the latter which was not covered by smoke
and glowing rocks and ashes all this was accompanied by ter-
rific lightning and thunder above and violent shocks of earth-
quakes underneath 90

the reports of the distribution of rock fragments from the
1883 eruption of krakatoa are probably typical for a moderately
large eruption aboard the ship sir robert sale located approxi-
mately forty miles from the main blast it was recorded that lumps
of pumice the size of pumpkins fell onto the deck 991 captain wat-
son on board the charles bal ten miles from the volcano gives
this account

at 230 PM we noticed some agitation about the point of
krakatoa clouds or something being propelled from the NE
point with great velocity at 330 we heard above us and about
the island a strange sound as of a mighty crackling fire or the dis-
charge of heavy artillery at one or two seconds interval at 415

we observed a repetition of the noise noted at 330 only
much more furious and alarming the matter whatever it was
being propelled with amazing velocity to the NE at five the
roaring noise continued and was increasing darkness spread over
the sky and a hail of pumicestonepumi cestone fell on us of which many
pieces were of considerable size and quite warm about six
the fallbailfann of larger stones ceased but there continued a steady
downpour of a smaller kind most blinding to the eyes and cover-
ing the deck to a depth of three to four inches very speedily
while an intense blackness covered the sky and land and sea we
sailed on our course 9291
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A large fragment of the lava dome from augustine volcano 1986 this
rock fragment was carried about three miles in a thick fast moving wall
of volcanic ash nudenuee ardente during the eruption of augustine vol-
cano photograph by M E yount courtesy USGS

the fall of stones during an eruption is one of the more selec-
tive ways in which people are injured or killed two people may
be standing together and one will be hit and killed while the other
may be spared in 1779 the volcano sakurajimaSakurajima erupted in south-
ern japan one woman caught in the eruption describes her expe-
rience trying to escape the island

1I myself held a four year old child in my arms and led
another of seven and so impeded was forsaken by the boats As I1

groped through the night a stone large as a handballhand ball struck the
baby in the neck and killed her she gave one cry and lay quite
still and all my efforts to revive her were in vain I1 prayed she
might live a thousand generations but all prayers failed and the
body became colder and colder so I1 covered her face with a cloth
and wept over my dead just then a weary old man came creeping
near and told of other people killed by falling stones others drag-
ging themselves along with broken legs and some buried alive
under sand drifts 93
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volcanic eruptions are as can be seen from the above ac-
counts very efficient at scattering broken rock fragments over a
wide area and in causing great destruction and death due to this
ejected material this scattering of ejected rock could easily ex-
plain the broken rock fragments found over the whole land after
the disaster in 3 nephi

thick darkness

one of the common themes that can be found in almost all

accounts of explosive volcanic eruptions is the darkness created
by the fall of ash this darkness may last for a few hours or a few
days and the historical descriptions mimic the terminology used
in the book of mormon in the following accounts the darkness is

referred to as thick impenetrable profound and total it is
also described as a darkness that might almost be felt some
accounts even record that fires cannot be lit or can only be started
with great difficulty the following are a representative cross sec-
tion of the numerous records that describe the darkness associated
with explosive volcanic eruptions

pliny the younger had the opportunity to witness and de-
scribe in vivid detail the eruption of mount vesuvius in AD 79 his
uncle pliny the elder was a naturalist and wanted a closer view of
the eruption he was prepared to sail across the bay of naples to
better see the eruption when he received word of the devastation
that was occurring at the mountains base the elder pliny decided
to still travel across the bay but to try to rescue people rather than
investigate the volcano although he was probably still hoping for
a better view during the rescue attempt pliny the elder was either
overcome with fumes or died of a heart attack others with him
returned to his nephew reported what had happened and de-
scribed the eruption pliny the younger later recorded his impres-
sions in two letters to the historian tacitus

elsewhere there was daylight by this time but they the elder
pliny and his companion were still in darkness blacker and denser
than any night that ever was 94

ashes were already falling not as yet very thickly I1 looked
round a dense black cloud was coming up behind us spreading over
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eruption cloud rising over the summit of augustine volcano 1986 the
cloud with tendrils of ash extending downward darkens the daytime
sky courtesy USGS

the earth like a flood we had scarcely sat down to rest when
darkness fell not the dark of a moonless or cloudy night but as if the
lamp had been put out in a closed room 9591

during the 1980 eruption of mount st helens sgtmgt larry
gamache of the yakima county sheriffs office reported that it was
just like midnight in the middle of the afternoon all the street

lightsfightshights and neon signs have turned on 9691 the darkness during the
eruption of bezymianny volcano in eastern russia is described as
so impenetrably dark that one could not see his own hand even if

brought up to the very face and the cloud of darkness described
as very thick and almost tangibly heavy 97 mount tamboracambora was
reduced in height by over four thousand feet when it erupted in
1815 and the darkness occasioned in the daytime by the ashes
in java was so profound that nothing equal to it was ever wit-
nessed in the darkest night 9891 making it impossible to see your
hand when held up close to the eye 799 there was total darkness
by day for three days within 200 miles of the volcano loo100
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the most detailed eyewitness accounts come from the erup-
tion of krakatoa the first officer on board the ship W H besse re-
corded these impressions

sunday august 26 18831885 the day commenced with strong
breezes and thick cloudy weather at 4 AM hove short at 6 AM got
under weigh wind SW at 4 PM wind hauling ahead came to
anchor the sky at this time having a threatening appearance atmo-
sphere very close and smoky at 5 PM heard a quick succession of
heavy reports sounding like the broadside of a man of war only far
louder and heavier heard these reports at intervals throughout the
night the sky was intensely dark the wind having a dulldunduliduil moaning
through the rigging also noticed a light fallfalifail of ashes the sun when
it rose next morning had the appearance of a ball of fire the air
so smoky could see but a short distance at 6 AM thinking the worst
of the eruption was over as the reports were not so frequent or
heavy as during the night got under weigh having a fair wind was
in hopes to get out clear of the straits before night let go star-
board anchor it had gradually been growing dark since 9 AM and
by the time the squall struck us it was darker than any night I1 ever
saw this was midnight at noon a heavy shower of ashes came with
the squallsqualisquail the air being so thick it was difficult to breathe also
noticed a strong smell of sulphur allaliailann hands expecting to be suffo-
cated the terrible noises from the volcano the sky filled with
forked lightning running in allaualiail directions and making the darkness
more intense than ever the howling of the wind through the rig-
ging formed one of the wildest and most awful scenes imaginable
one that will never be forgotten by anyone on board all expecting
that the last days of the earth had come 101

another witness to the krakatoa eruption recounted that
they were inclosed in a darkness that might almost be felt and
that at noon the darkness was so intense that we had to grope our
way about the decks of the ship 102101

one of the interesting features of the thick darkness de-
scribed in 3 nephi was the difficulty at least in some locations of
starting fires even with their fine dry wood this was obviously
not a general feature of the destructive event because several
cities were burned so some fire was possible although I1 have
not found many accounts of this phenomenon in historical records
of volcanic eruptions it has been reported as something that does
occasionally occur for example dozens of fires kindled by the fallfanfalifail

of hot ash around mount st helens were quickly extinguished by
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the heavy fall of ash 103113 rapidly falling ash can accumulate to
several inches thick in a few minutes even at considerable dis-
tances from the erupting volcano the ash even finds its way into
buildings and homes in tropical areas where windowpanes are
normally absent when krakatoa erupted the beyerinck family
was living in a village about fifteen miles from the island their
home was the only one still standing after the eruption mrs bey-
erinck describes their difficulty starting a fire

someone burst in shouting shut the doors shut the doors
suddenly it was pitch dark the last thing I1 saw was the ash being
pushed up through the cracks in the floorboards like a fountain

there was still deep darkness we couldnt light a fire as
matches went out immediately at last the head boy the only remain-
ing male servant managed to start a small fire 104101

in the case of the nephitesNephites we do not know how they started
fires during normal times presumably it required some skill and
patience one can only imagine the difficulty in trying to start a
fire during a heavy fall of ash

not only will the ashfallashmall extinguish fires but the gases
erupted from a volcano can have the same effect these gases are
usually heavier than normal atmospheric gases are very poor in
oxygen and commonly create acids in the atmosphere these
gases would also prevent the lighting of fires but seldom is anyone
alive to make the attempt as the gases tend to quickly suffocate or
poison those who are unfortunate enough to be caught under the
blanket 105 in 1986 an unusual release ofofcooccoCO from a volcanic lake

2

lake nyosayos in cameroon created a dense near surface cloud that
flowed down and over several villages asphyxiatingasphyxia ting 1746 people
and eighty three hundred livestock in the village of nyosayos less than
I11 percent of the villagers survived 106116log asphyxiation116asphyxiation was also a com-
mon cause of death during the 1911 eruption of the taal volcano
in the philippines 107117 one of the two survivors found in the city of
st pierre after its destruction by the eruption of mount peige

records the suffocation of several people around him

on the 8thath of may at about eight oclock of the morning I1 was
seated on the doorstepdoor step of my house which was in the southeastern
part of the city all of a sudden I1 felt a terrible wind blowing the
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earth began to tremble and the sky suddenly became dark I1 turned
to go into the house made with great difficulty the three or four
steps that separated me from my room and felt my arms and legs
burning also my body I1 dropped upon a table at this moment four
others sought refuge in my room crying and writhing with pain
although their garments showed no sign of having been touched by
flame at the end of ten minutes one of these the young delavauddelavauxDelavaud
girl aged about ten years fell dead the others left I1 then got up and
went into another room where I1 found the father delavauddelavauxDelavaud still
clothed and lying on the bed dead he was purple and inflated but
the clothing was intact I1 went out and found in the court two
corpses interlocked they were the bodies of the two young men
who had been in the garden when I1 returned to my house at the
beginning of the catastrophe crazed and almost overcome I1 threw
myself upon a bed inert and awaiting death my senses returned to
me in perhaps an hour 108

reactions of terrified people

after the destruction and death described in 53 nephi the
people cry and mourn saying 0 that we had repented before this
great and terrible day and had not killed and stoned the prophets
and cast them out 3 ne 825 these book of mormon people
having been warned by the prophets were perhaps more justified
but not unique in their reaction the violence of explosive erup-
tions with their accompanying shaking ashfallashmallashfall darkness and
other phenomena often seem to bring those trapped within the
zone of these terrifying effects to a state of humility and repen-
tance a contemplation of death and sometimes a belief that the
end of the world has arrived pliny reports people bewailed their
own fate or that of their relatives and there were some who
prayed for death in their terror of dying many besought the aid
of the gods but still more imagined there were no gods left and
that the universe was plunged into eternal darkness for evermore109evermore log109

ivan orloff an alaskan eskimo wrote to his wife the follow-
ing during the 1912 eruption ofofkatmaikatmaigatmai

we are awaiting death at any moment A mountain has burst
near here we are covered with ash in some places ten feet and six
feet deep all this began on june sixth night and day we light
lanterns we cannot see daylight we have no water the rivers are
just ashes mixed with water here are darkness and hell thunder and
noise I1 do not know whether it is day or night the earth is trem-
bling it lightens every minute it is terrible we are praying 110
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during the eruption of coseguinaCoseguina in 1835 the terror of the
inhabitants of alanchoblancho nicaragua was so great that anticipating
the final judgment was upon them three hundred of those living

of wedlock married iliiii111 deathbedout were at once repentance
however is not always effective in sicily in AD 1169 mount etna
had one of its most lethal eruptions killing fifteen thousand people
A large group had crowded into cataniascabaniasCatanias cathedral to pray for
divine intercession when the earth heaved and the buildingbudding col-
lapsed 1 killing them all 112

A true record

A question that might be asked by those who doubt the truth
of the book of mormon account is what is so remarkable about
the account of a volcanic eruption no doubt they would say
joseph smith had read an account of a volcanic eruption and

thought it would make a nice backdrop for the destruction he en-
visioned occurring at christs death I1 would answer that the ac-
count is remarkable for its detail and accuracy and that such an
account would have been impossible for an uneducated young
man to have published in 18301850 volcanoes were neither well under-
stood nor well documented in the early 1800s geology was a sci-
ence still in its infancy the first real textbook of geology was
published the same year as the book of mormon 1830 by charles
lyell in great britain 113 but his descriptions of volcanic eruptions
as well as the few other accounts available in joseph smiths day
are incomplete and do not include all the features found in the
book of mormon account features that are now known to occur
with large explosive eruptions

the eruption of tamboracambora in 1815 was probably the most
spectacular eruption in historic times and it occurred when joseph
smith was about ten years old surely book of mormon detrac-
tors would say joseph must have read or heard about this erup-
tion he could easily have modeled his 3 nephi account after
tamboracamboraTambora although it is possible that joseph read an account of
the tamboracambora eruption somewhere it is much more probable that
joseph never knew about the eruption of mount camboratamboraTambora the erup-
tion was almost completely unreported at the time it occurred and
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detailed available accounts of the eruption are still rare 114 the only
substantial accounts that survived from this time were assembled
by sir thomas stamford raffles british lieutenant governor ofjava
and published in 1817 115111 rafflessRaffless history ofjavaof tavajavataua does include a

few pages describing the eruption and some of the features of the
description are similar to the book of mormon account as are
the accounts of all volcanic eruptions of this type but again the
account does not mention some of the features of the book of mor-
mon account for example no mention is made of lightning of any
kind nor of the inability to light fires nor does raffles mention all

the types of destruction found in the book of mormon account it
was not until 1847 that a scientific expedition penetrated to the
crater and scientists were able to gain some understanding of what
had occurred 116ilg even then the information gathered was not
widely distributed

although our testimonies of the book of mormon do not or
should not depend upon physical evidences such evidences can
add greater depth understanding and faith as we read and study
the gospel ofofjesusjesus christ asks us all to study and leamlearn dacd&c 9015
and teaches us that it is impossible for a man to be saved in igno-
rance dacd&c 1316 the events in the book of mormon are more
personally meaningful and I1 feel a greater compassion and kinship
for the people of the book of mormon as I1 gain a greater under-
standing of their way of life their problems and their environment

bartbartjbarajJ kowallis is chair of the department of geology at brigham young university

NOTES

russell J blong the7 be time of darkness seattle university of washington
press 1982 697069 70

ionglongblong time of darkness 70
3biongionglong time of darkness 104
blong time of darkness 5

ionglongblong time of darkness 4
ionglongblong time of darkness 103
7blongoblongionglong time of darkness 116
ionglongblong time of darkness 15151L
along time of darkness 116
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blong time of darkness 17
john gee another note on the three days of darkness journal of book

of mormon studies 6 no 2 1997 2 some people have argued that this eruption
corresponds with the plagues and darkness in egypt described in exodus

claude vandersleyenVanders leyen une tempetetemp&etempie sous iele regnerigne damosisdamasisdAmosis revue
degyptologiedtgvtologie 19 1967 from the translation by robert K ritner in karen
polinger foster and robert K ritner texts storms and the thera eruption
journal of near eastern studies 55 no I11 1996 11 ellipses enclosed in brack-
ets indicate illegible material

13seesee for example john L sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting rorfor the
book of mormon salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1985 415
this book in my view is the best analysis of book of mormon geography avail-
able and provides us with a very plausible setting

other works suggesting a volcanic eruption as a possible cause of the
destruction in 3 nephi include the following

james L baer the third nephi disaster A geological view dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 19 spring 1986 129 32 the author mentions
the possibility of volcanic eruptions as the cause of the destruction but focuses
mostly on the event being caused by one or more large earthquakes earthquakes
certainly do accompany large volcanic eruptions sometimes occurring in swarms
of quakes as the eruption proceeds the reverse however is not true volcanic
eruptions do not uusually occur with large earthquakes and large earthquakes of
even the largest magnitudes do not last for more than a few minutes and certainly
not for the three hours described in 3 nephi

russellrusseli H ball an hypothesis concerning the three days of darkness
among the nephitesNephites journal of book of mormon studies 2 no 1 1993
10719107 19 ball also believes that the event can be entirely explained by an explo-
sive volcanic eruption

E L peay nephis promised land in central america vol 2 of the lands
of zarubZarahZarabzarahemlazarabemlaemlaemia A book of mormon commentary provo utah by the author
1994 16869168 69 peay suggests that a combination of hurricane volcano and great
earthquake could account for the destruction although he focuses on the vol-
canic eruption to explain most of the features

marlonmarion A nance can the days of darkness be documented FARMS

seminar october 26 1996 nance has taken the study one step further he is try-
ing to identify ash layers in oceanic sediments near mesoamericaMesoamerica to try to identify
the eruption responsible for the 3 nephi destruction

hugh W nibley since cumorah salt lake city deseret book 1988
231 38 nibley first tries to explain everything in terms of events that occur dur-
ing a great earthquake but as he proceeds also includes the idea that a volcanic
eruption may have been involved he cites several examples of the different phe-
nomena from historic accounts of large earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in
general Nibleys analysis is quite good and fairly close to my own although I1

would argue that no large earthquakes outside of those naturally occurring with
an explosive volcanic eruption are needed to explain the text in 3 nephi

david A palmer in search of cumorah new evidencesforevidences for the book of
mormon from ancient mexico bountiful utah horizon 1981 3841384584138 4411 palmer
does a very nice job of outlining the basic evidences for a volcanic eruption at the
time of the great destruction however I1 would disagree with him on the following
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points first he states that it appears that there was eruption of at least one and
probably several volcanoes 39 1I see no need for the eruption of more than one
volcano an event that would be highly unlikely in most natural settings for the
time frame given in the book of mormon secondly he states that there was
obviously a devastating earthquake and its aftershocks lasted for three days 39
the book of mormon account indicates that after three hours the shaking ceased
not three days lastly palmer says the description given in the book of mormon
suggests an abnormally large shift in the plates at the time of the crucifixion that
would have caused earthquakes and simultaneously sent magma to the surface in
several places unleashing terrible destruction 40 however according to geo-
logic understanding it is not likely that an unusually large shift in the plates
would send magma to the surface only if the magma were already near the sur-
face primed for an eruption could a large earthquake trigger a volcanic eruption
again however no large movement along the plate boundary is necessary to
explain the events of 3 nephi

sorenson ancient american setting 31823318 23 my only comments on his
analysis are that he calls on hurricanes or tropical storms as the likely cause of the
flooding of cities near the sea while I1 would suggest that it is far more likely that
this flooding was caused by tsunami he also states that nothing is surprising
about the phenomena associated with the destruction except that the scale or
magnitude was unprecedented 323 1I would agree that this is probably true
among the book of mormon peoples but the magnitude of this destruction I1

would suggest is not unique in historical times certainly the eruptions of kraka-
toa and tamboracambora are possibly of the same scale and this event would have been
dwarfed by some of the eruptions we observe to have occurred in the geologic
record such as the last three eruptions out of the yellowstone area which were
hundreds of times bigger than krakatoa and tamboracamboraTambora see robert B smith and
lawrence W braile topographic signature spacetimespace time evolution and physical
properties of the yellowstone snake river plain volcanic system the yellow-
stone hotspotHotspot in geology of wyoming ed arthur W snoke james R steidt-
mann and sheila M roberts geological survey of wyoming memoir no 5

laramie wyo pioneer printing and stationery 1993 718 figure 14 this arti-
cle mainly discusses the prehistoricpre historic eruptions around the yellowstone hotspothotspot
which were bigger than any historic eruptions the authors estimate that the
largest of the yellowstone eruptions was perhaps two thousand times as large as
the mount st helens eruption

john A tvedtnes historical parallels to the destruction at the time of
the crucifixion journal of book of mormon studies 3 no I11 1994 170 86
tvedtnes points out that natural phenomena correlate well with the 3 nephi
events but he also tries to relate this to movement of the tectonic plates and
perhaps a major earthquake as well as volcanic eruption I1 do not believe that
any major plate movement or earthquake was necessary to produce the
3 nephi events other than the earthquakes that normally occur during a vol-
canic eruption

john W welch ed Reexploring the book of mormon salt lake city
deseret book provo utah FARMS 1992 23 zenos did not mention a whirl-
wind nor specifically a shaking of the earth

smith and braile topographic signature the yellowstone hotspotHotspot
718 figure 14
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james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
2dad ed rev and eni salt lake city deseret book 1992 18

kaari ward ed the year without a summer in great disasters dra-
matic true stories of natures awesome powers pleasantvillePleasantville N Y readers
digest 1989 10811108 11

19henryhenry stommel and elizabeth stommel the year without a summer
scientific american 240 june 1979 17680176 80 see also henry stommel and eliza-
beth stommel volcano weather newport R LI1 seven seas 1983

20wardard the year without a summer I1111liilil11

allenailenalienalienallen and leonard story of the latter day saints 18
22thomas22thomas A jaggar volcanoes declare war honolulu paradise of the

pacific 1945 129 fred M bullard volcanoes of the earth austin university of
texas press 1984 93

23george G daniels ed volcano the planet earth series alexandria va
time life books 1982 22 25

24 bullard volcanoes of the earth 93 96 bullard indicates that the central
american volcanoes are so explosive that liquid lava is rarely erupted instead
almost all 99 percent of the magma erupted out of central american volcanoes
is in the form of ash and pumice this would perhaps explain why there is no
mention in the 3 nephi account of anything that sounds like lava flows

21mM B lambert volcanoes seattle university of washington press 1978
32 lambert includes a photograph of a whirlwind produced during the 1963
surtseycurtsey volcano eruption in iceland

21staffs21staffs of the longviewLongview wash daily news and the bellevue wash
journal american volcano the eruption of mount st helens longviewLongview
wash longviewLongview publishing 1980 26

2717j G rosenbaum and richard B waitt summary of eyewitness accounts
of the may 18 eruption U S geological survey professional paper 1250 1981 62

rosenbaum and waitt eyewitness accounts 596059 60
19staffs19staffs volcano 26
30William A garesche complete story of the martinique and st vincent

horrors new york L G stahl 1902 50- 55051511 garesche had been the american
consul to martinique for several years prior to the eruption and was well ac-
quaintedquainted with many of the victims of the disaster

bullard3bullard volcanoes of the earth 125
bullard3buflard volcanoes of the earth 125

33R D M verbeek krakatauKrakatau batavia indonesia Imprimerie de 1etat16tatbetat
1885 480 8811 this account and many others reported by verbeek are also found
in a comprehensive study of krakatoa tom simkin and richard S fiske
krakatauKrakatau 1883 the volcanic eruption and its effects washington D
smithsonian institution 1983 98 99

34 charles lyell principles of geology london john murray 1830 403 5
35 daniels volcano 58
31simkin31simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 64
31jaggar volcanoes declare war 61

lambert volcanoes 32 and sigurder thorarinsson and bernard von-
negut whirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds produced by the eruption of the surtseycurtsey volcano bulletin
of the american meteorological society 45 no 8 1964 44044440 44

3913daniels3913anielsaniels volcano 157
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pilnypliny1opliny letters and Panegyricpanegyricuspanegyricumus the loeb classical library 1969 1443
4peterlpeterpeter francis volcanoes A pranePlaneplanetaryragtag perspective new york oxford

university press 1993 68
4georgievichgeorgievichGeorgievich S gorshkovgorshkowGorshkov gigantic eruption of volcano bezymianny

bulletin volcanologique series 2 20 1959 868786 87
lyell41yell principles of geology 403
simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 102
rosenbaum4rosenbaum and waitt eyewitness accounts 63

41simkinandfiskesimkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 104
47robert W decker and barbara B decker mountains of fire the nature

of volcanoes cambridge cambridge university press 1991 39
4lambertlambertflambert volcanoes 31

19edward19edward B nuhfer richard J proctor and paul H moser the7 be citizens
guide to geologic hazards arvada colo american institute of professional
geologists 1993 58 the photograph was taken by ruska hadian of the vol-
canologicalcanological survey of indonesia

mark kemp power surge discover 9 april 1988 40 4411 this photo
was taken bybytsuyoshitsuyoshi nishinoueNishinoue on november 17 1987 it has since been used
on postcards one of which I1 purchased on a visit to japan

51 51konradkonrad B krauskopf and the committee on the alaska earthquake the
great alaska earthquake of 1964 summary and recommendations wash-
ington D C national academy of sciences 1973 xi

bruce51bruce A bolt earthquakes new york W H freeman 1988 18
53 bolt earthquakes 2211 john mimemilne earthquakes and other earth move-

ments philadelphia P blakistonsblakistoneBlakistons son 1939 15

the idea of earthquake weather was probably first proposed by aristo-
tle he put forth the theory that earthquakes were caused by winds trapped in
large subterranean caverns this idea was still being taught as late as 1755 when
john winthrop lectured at harvard on the strengths of aristotlesAristotles thesis win-
throp proposed that the weather prior to an earthquake needed to be hot and
windless because large quantities of air needed to be trapped underground dur-
ing an earthquake this air would be released in a fury of wind G lennis berlin
earthquakes and the urban environment vol I11 boca raton fla CRC 1980
13 even shakespeare borrowed the idea diseased nature oftentimes breaks
forth in strange eruptions oft the teeming earth is with a kind of colic pinchdpincha
and vexdvead by the imprisoning of unruly wind within her womb which for
enlargement striving shakes the old beldamebellame earth and topples down steeples
and moss grown towers william shakespeare henry the fourth part I1I1 quoted
in berlin earthquakes and the urban environment 13

55 raymond55raymond R dibble seismic and related phenomena at active volcanoes
in new zealand hawaii and italy phd diss victoria university wellington
N Z 1972 557 lambert volcanoes 33

51simkin51simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 32 40
51rR D adams and raymond R dibble seismological studies of the raoul

island eruption 1964 bulletin volcanologique 29 1966 5
51stanley N williams and stephen self the october 1902 plinian eruption

of santa maria volcano guatemala journal of volcanology and geothermal
research 16 1982 335633 56
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bullard volcanoes of the earth 95
bullard volcanoes of the earth 95 96

6francisdfrancisfrancis volcanoes A Planepianeplanetarytayray perspective 68
bullardbilliard volcanoes of the earth 125

63lewislewis D leet causes of catastrophe new york whittlesey house
1948 8 satis N coleman volcanoes new and old new york john day 1946
80 81 both leet and coleman use this same account given by assistant purser
thompson but there are some minor differences between the two I1 have com-
bined parts of the accounts from both sources here

simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 15
15sinsimkinddn and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 73

sinsimkinddn and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 117
17tomtom koenninger ed vancouver vancouver this Is it lubbock tex

CCFF boone 1980 36
68sorenson ancient american setting 222 23 sorenson places jerusalem

on lake atitlan in guatemala it may be that the other cities mentioned with
jerusalem onihahonihan and mocumhocum were also on this lake these three cities would
have probably been quite distant from the main volcanic eruption because they
are located far into the land southward and the book of mormon makes it clear
that the most wicked people and the greatest destruction were in the land north-
ward lake atitlanAtitlan however is surrounded by high volcanoes over twelve thou-
sand feet high and steep mountain slopes continue down to the lake shore see
photos in sorenson ancient american setting 177 such slopes are often un-
stable and earthquake activity induced by even a distant volcanic eruption
could certainly be sufficient to trigger landslides down into the lake causing the
lake level to rise and cover cities or towns near the shore

69 decker and decker mountains of fire 104
7017francis7017rancisrancis volcanoes A planetary perspective 63 during an excavation in

1812 several bodies were uncovered only a few inches below the upper surface
of the ash layer one of them was holding a decomposed bag that had held
360 silver coins 42 bronze pieces and 8 imperial gold medallions egon C C

corti the destruction and resurrection of pompeii and hurculaneum trans
K and R gregor smith london routledge and kegan paul 1951 171

71 lambert volcanoes 47
francis volcanoes A Planeplanetarytatrattay perspective 68

7373jaggarjaggar volcanoes declare war 32
71daviddavid K chester volcanoes and society london edward Aamoldarnoldmold

1993 292 93 kaari ward ed the wrath of nevado del ruiz in great disas-
ters 108 11

75 daniels volcano 154
76 francis volcanoes A planetary perspective 93

decker and decker mountains of fire 112
71seesee sorenson ancient american setting 31823318 23 sorenson interprets

the phrase face of the land to mean that the changes to the land were mostly
cosmetic surface changes and that the basic geography was unchanged I1 would
agree in general with this statement although near the eruption site the changes
may have been very dramatic and not necessarily simple cosmetic ones see also
nibley since Cumocumorahrab 232
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the sixteen destroyed cities mentioned by name in 3 nephi were in lands
away from bountiful for example gid and mulek mentioned in helaman 515
sixty years prior to the destruction located near the city of bountiful are not
mentioned in the lists of cities that were destroyed other cities remained even
though the damage thereof was exceedingly great 3 ne 815 some time after
the three days of darkness there were a great multitude gathered together
of the people of nephi round about the temple which was in the land bountiful
33neanene 11111iiilii1

19sorenson19sorenson ancient american setting 8238 23 palmer in search ofcumorof cumor
ah 293129 31

if a large explosive volcanic eruption did occur in mesoamericaMesoamerica at the
time of christs death then the ash may still be present and might be found in
some places A significant ash layer of approximately the right age ca AD

100200100 200 has been described in payson D sheets an ancient natural disaster
expedition 14 no I11 1971 2431243245124 3311 and in payson D sheets environmental and
cultural effects of the ilopango eruption in central america in volcanic activ-
ity and human ecology ed payson D sheets and donald K grayson new
york academic 1979 52564525 64 sheets describes how the eruption of flopilopangoflopangoango
volcano in el salvador essentially destroyed the cultures in this region and they
did not recover for almost two hundred years however if we accept the book of
mormon geography as interpreted by sorenson then this eruption may be too far
south to have caused much destruction around zarahemlaZarahemla although it is still
close enough to have caused the darkness it certainly is too far south to have
caused much destruction in the land northward where the book of mormon
describes the destruction as being the worst

palmer in search of cumorah 102 points out that an ash layer possibly
dating to about the time of christs death was also found at tres zapoteszapotekZapotes an
important archaeological site north of the isthmus of tehuantepec tres zapoteszapotek
is near to several active volcanoes el chichon a volcano located about seventy
five miles north ofofsorensonssorensonsSorensons zarahemlazarahenflaZarahemlaemia in southern mexico erupted violently in
1982 it had previously erupted around AD 800 according to chester volcanoes
and society 277 78 and undoubtedly had earlier violent eruptions

the problem is that there are so many active volcanoes in mexico and cen-
tral america and there have been many eruptions in the last few thousand years
wenkam wandered through many prominent archaeological sites in central amer-
ica and mexico and claimed to find volcanic ash almost everywhere he puts for-
ward the hypothesis that volcanic eruptions may have been a common cause of
destruction in this region robert wenkam the edge of fire san francisco
sierra club books 1987 294329 43

for our purposes in understanding this book of mormon event and using
sorensonsSorensons geography as a guide I1 would suspect the eruptive center to have
been north of the isthmus of tehuantepec in the land northward where destruc-
tion was greatest and probably along the coast where the eruption could gener-
ate a tidal wave however more geologic and geochronologicchronologicgeo information is

needed before any further speculations can be made marionmarlon nance in a talk pre-
sented at a FARMS seminar on october 25 1996 proposed the most comprehen-
sive plan for locating an ash bed associated with this eruption he proposed to
chemically fingerprint and date ash beds found in deep sea cores taken from areas
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near to mesoamericaMesoamerica this would be a fascinating project and one I1 hope he is

able to carry out
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101 simkin101simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 989998 99
OSosturdysturdyturdy volcanic eruption of krakatauKrakatau 387 89

103101 koenninger101koenninger vancouver 24
simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 848584 85 the beyerinck family later had

to put out their fire because it began to attract many natives who were crazed
with thirst and quite desperate

101scott101 scott volcanic and related hazards 19 20
alan E kehew geology for engineers and environmental scientists

englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1995 757775 77
107wilcoxsonilcoxsonWilcoxsonilcoxson volcanoes 171

angelo heilprin mount beleepeleepeliepeide and the tragedy of martinique philadel-
phia J B lippincottUppincott 1905 119

109log109punypilnyplinyPUny letters and Panegyricpanegyricuspanegyricumus 1445
wilson F erskine gatmaikatmai london abelard schuman 1962 55 the

same quote is also found in katia krafft and maurice krafft volcanoes maple
wood NNJJ hammond inc 1980 58
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I1 1111iiiilill111iiiliiH1 williams the great eruption ofofcoseguinacoseguinaCoseguina nicaragua in 1835 uni-
versity of california publications in geological science 29 no 2 1952 33

wardard mount etna erupts again 909190 91
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